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a happy atmosphere -

Eothen has

full of warmth and kindness



Welcome

Empathy, independence, individuality

and understanding have formed the

cornerstones of Eothen’s approach to

Christian residential care since 1950.

Provision of the highest quality, most

flexible and personal care for each and

every member of the Eothen community

has always been our priority.

Enabling our residents to live life to the full

with continuous support and

companionship is at the heart of our

philosophy. 

Why not come and experience it for

yourself?
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Eothen’s approach

Eothen is a registered charity founded

on Christian principles and we are

proud of our heritage. Because of our

values we treat everyone with

compassion, in an environment where

physical, emotional, spiritual and social

needs are met.

Our reputation is important to us and the

positive word of mouth recommendations

that we receive reflect that we genuinely

care, continually invest in our team

members’ professional development and

work collaboratively with other care

professionals. 

We know how important continuity of care

is and our low staff turnover allows our

residents and carers to get to know each

other very well. Our care team is

experienced, dedicated and skilled,

providing a personal touch that our

residents and their families truly value.

Residents’ needs are of the utmost

importance to us and the team at Eothen

strives to provide the very best lifestyle

based on each person’s abilities, interests

and background. Our carers offer support,

compassion and a listening ear, no matter

what time of day or night. 

 



Working together

At Eothen everyone is an extended

member of the family, where flexible

care is tailored to the individual and

people can enjoy life in a traditional and

homely atmosphere.

Our aim is to provide a home away from

home for our residents and we encourage

everyone to bring some of their own

furniture and personal possessions when

they come to live with us, so they are

surrounded by familiar things. 

While ensuring a thriving community

environment and the opportunity to enjoy

Christian fellowship, residents can also

enjoy private, personal living spaces should

they prefer a more independent way of

life.

We pride ourselves on our collaborative

approach, talking to our residents and

their families in order to create the very

best plan of care to meet each person’s

needs. This is an ongoing conversation that

involves everyone, including GPs and other

healthcare professionals which ensures

each individual’s wellbeing. 

As there are no fixed visiting hours, friends

and family are welcome to visit their loved

ones whenever they wish. 



“
My family can visit at any time.”

I have been very happy here

since the first day I came.



”
happy living here.“

lovelyThe gardens are 

I’m very



Homes and facilities

Eothen homes are set in attractive and

spacious gardens and are anything but

isolated. Our locations are carefully

chosen so they are close to shops,

restaurants and leisure facilities

allowing residents used to leading an

active life to continue in this way.

We have a programme of continual

investment in our facilities to ensure they

remain not just fit for purpose but highly

welcoming too. Our values are traditional

and our residents live in surroundings that

are warm, inviting and equipped with

everything they need.

Telephones, internet and newspapers are

available for residents to use whenever

they wish, and we organise visits from

hairdressers, health specialists and other

services when residents require them. 

An important part of the Eothen

philosophy is our community involvement.

We run regular reminiscence, art and craft

sessions as well as daily group and

individual activities, inviting schools and

other members of the community to the

homes to interact with residents. It is a

friendly, busy environment where

residents can make new friends, find new

interests or continue with the hobbies and

pastimes they have always enjoyed. That

said, taking part is not compulsory. We talk

to residents and act on their feedback to

organise the kind of events, outings and

activities they want to take part in,

grounded in our Christian Fellowship

ethos. 



Nutrition and wellbeing

Residents’ nutrition is top of our

agenda, ensuring everyone has

nutritious, home cooked food with the

kind of meals they enjoy, which is so

important in maintaining their physical

health. 

Meals are personally prepared for

residents from quality ingredients, taking

into account their preferences and any

dietary or medical requirements. Residents

can enjoy the communal atmosphere of

the dining room, where they can chat to

friends and staff, or eat in their own rooms

if they prefer.

Wellbeing is so much more than a healthy

body and our sessions with staff and

members of the community are designed

to stimulate residents physically and

mentally, provide them with new interests

and the opportunity to share thoughts and

ideas. 
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heart is...
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is where the 



Please feel free to call in for a chat and a cup of tea

or contact us to find out how we can meet your needs 

whether for permanent care, a short break or day care.
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Sutton
31 Worcester Road, Sutton, Surrey,
SM2 6PT

T: 0208 642 2830
sutton@eothenhomes.org.uk

Whitley Bay
Park Gardens, Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear,
NE26 2TX

T: 0191 297 0707
whitleybay@eothenhomes.org.uk

Gosforth
45 Elmfield Road, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE3 4BB

T: 0191 213 0707
gosforth@eothenhomes.org.uk

Head Office
2nd Floor, 1 Osborne Road, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE2 2AA

T: 0191 281 9100
enquiries@eothenhomes.org.uk


